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[N.B-The figures in the right margin indicate full marks.] 
 
1. Fill in each gap with a suitable word from the box.              .5X10=5 

serious takes respiratory cough shortness 

upper up to taste symptoms lungs 

COVID-19 is a (a) __________ infectious disease. It can affect the (b) __________ respiratory 

tract such as sinuses, nose, and throat. It can also affect the lower respiratory tract such as 

windpipe and (c) __________.  On average it usually (d) __________ 5 to 6 days from when 

someone is infected with the virus for (e) __________ to show. It can also take (f) __________ 

14 days to show the symptoms. Most common symptoms of Coronavirus are fever, dry (g) 

__________ and tiredness.  Less common symptoms of coronavirus are aches and pains, sore 

throat, diarrhoea, conjunctivitis, headache, loss of (h) __________  or smell and a rash on 

skin, or discoloration of fingers or toes. Trouble breathing or (i) __________  of breath, 

ongoing chest pain or pressure, loss of speech or movement and bluish lips or face are the  (j) 

__________  symptoms of Coronavirus.  

2. Fill in each gap with a suitable word from the box.                         .5X10=5 

as be together from to Eventually 

poisonous several has The out pollution 

Urbanization and a rising growth rate in population both contribute (a) ––––the pollution 

problem. Then many people are crowed (b) ––––, they produce much waste. (c) ––––  amount 

of sewage, garbage and smoke is increased (d) ––––the city increases. (e) ––––, the air, the 

water and the soil become (f) ––––. The ecological balance may be unrest. The poisoning is 

increased by factories that pour (g) –––– smoke and chemical waste. Most big cities are 

troubled by (h) ––––kinds of (i) –––––problems. The most serious of these (j) –––––the 

problems of air and water pollution.  

3. Fill in the blanks with suitable words.                       .5X10=5 

The proper way  (a) ––––study involves regular and proper understanding. In order to get  (b) –––best 

benefit from study, we should read (c) –––– and intelligently. We should not study (d) –––– for the 

purpose (e) –––– passing examinations. We should take genuine interest (f) ––––our studies so that we 

can enjoy (g) ––––we read. This will give us knowledge and wisdom (h) ––––  broaden the horizon of 

our (i) ––––. We should, therefore, study not for immediate gains but for increasing (j) ––––wealth of 

our mind.  
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4. Fill in the blanks with suitable words.                        .5X10=5 

Life is full (a)_____ unfavorable circumstances. (b)_____ great men in the world (c)_____ faced 

(d)_____ adverse situations. These situations bring (e)_____the man’s latent qualities. A man in 

(f)_____ circumstances learns many virtues like fortitude and bravery. Only the brave men can 

(g)_____ the obstacles (h)_____ life. The (i)_____ situations have glorified the minds and characters of 

(j)_____ men. 

5. The graph is about the literacy rate of Bangladesh.  Describe the graph in details.         10 
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